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Margaret Dawson

Pagework, 1985, L. Budd. Handcolwredblackand white and clbachromephotographs
Collection of the Robart McDowall Art G a l w Purchased 1885.

Three works by L. Budd dated 1985 were purchased
by the Gallery in 1988. Each consists of A3 cream coloured
art paper with a central fold line dividing rhe sheet in haf,
as if it has come out of a handmade book. The paper is
float mounted and has no matt. The work is in three identical
frames now. O n the left hand side of each work is
childlike printing in fine black ink saying:
1)a baby is a woman's best friend
2) the Doctor said
3) and men know best.
O n the right hand side of each is an identical black and
white image of a woman's body, showing slightly more than
a torso. These have been individually hand coloured and
each'wears' a different abbreviated cut out 'costume', made
from a cibachromeprint. The first shows a pink fiock, quite
like a uniform but with more decoration and'she'holds a
baby wrapped in a long shawl.The second image has only
a blazer. The third looks more bridal in a white frock and
'she'holds a bunch of white flowers. I say'she' because the
figure only appears feminine because of the added costumes.
How I d I first'see'these images?Sometime in the mid
1980s I was biking through Hagley Park on the path
alongside the river. I looked over towards Roueston Avenue
and saw a woman standing a long way off on the other side
of the road that ran next to the river. I recognised her. Was
it my mother? I stared.My parents lived in Blenheim. This
woman was dressed just like my mother: same hairstyle,
same posture, same gesture. I couldn't call out to her
across the river and over the road and anyway she was more
a representation of someone familiar. The distance between

us was also due to my analysing the situation, seeing her
as a figure representing'the mother'. I went on into town
wondering what all this meant and there at the Brooke G&rd
Gallery was this startling exhibition by the artist L. Budd,
who would later call herself Lillian Budd, Merit Groting,
C. Arthur Craig and Sons or Lionel Budd to mention
a few.
The photographically based artworks controversially,
at the time, challenged the traditional view of photography
as a fine art because the photographs were out of focus,
cut up, painted on, collaged, looking more like child's play.
The naive handwriting implies the writer doesn't know much,
or pretends not to know much while the expressions are
similar to things people say all the time without considering
the meaning. The images present a childlike view of
wom-mhood, marrying, having a baby, while the Doctor
represents the institutions that made decisions about the
seemingly helpless.., us.
Recently, Budd has worked more often with installations
than exhibitions of individual wall works. Her use of
distorted sound, (often from old portable record players
she has altered), alterations to institutional-type furniture,
drawingand moving image all create a disturbingenvironment
to be in. Why?To me these installationscould be reminiscent
of the history of the buildings in which they are placed
and could be more broadly suggestive of aspects of
European history. I chose her work because it is challenging,
provocative and beautiful - if you give it time.
MARGARET
DAWSON
ARTIST

THE

GLASS COLLECTION

The remaining works in the Collection include an
Two major pieces currently represent the worldrenowned glassmaker Ann Robinson in the Gallery's untitled vase, purchased in 1983, by the pioneer New
best
Collection. In addition to exhibiting widely within New Zealand glass-blower Peter Raos. Raos, who is ~erhaps
known
h
r
his
ongoing
series
of
hot
glass
paperweights,
perfume
Zealand and internationally, Robinson has taught at the
prestigious Pilchuck Glass School in the United States. Wide bottles and vases containing illusionary three dimensional
Bowl (1999) illustrates both her mastery of the ciri perdu, flowers claims to approach glassmaking as a painter would
or'lost wax', process and her interest in how sculptural mass approach a painting:"First I interpret my ideas as an image
can suggest a sense of history, culture or place. One of on paper then I try to translate that image and maximize
only a few glassmakers using this technique to create vessels it into glass"v. One of the largest individual examples of threeof such size, Robinson has described the process as" a dimensional glass is Te Waka Taniwha (purchased in 1994)
modified form of bronze casting (in which) a wax blank is by Shona Firman.This dramatically stylized glass work in
formed by pouring molten wax into a plaster base mould. icy, semi-translucent blue is part of a series Firman created
This blank is then modified and re-invested in a second mould, to pay homage to both her Celtic heritage and the culture
made of refractory materials - that is, material which can of her new homeland, New Zealand. The title and shape
withstand a long period in the kiln at high temperatures. of this piece suggest the form of an ancient Maori waka and
After the wax is burnt out, the cavity is filled with molten allude to the impottance of the sea to the practical and spiritual
glass.The glass mould is then cooled to room temperature. life of both cultures. Works from this series have been
Larger pieces require up to three weeks cooling and one week referred to as 'modern-day relics', with Firman using cast
finishing."' Glass is an unforgiving medium - a mistake at glass Actively to create a surface that appears to have been
eroded over time, Along with many of the other pieces
any stage of this process would mean beginning again.
Robinson has consistently re-interpreted the bowl mentioned in this article, Te Waka Taniwha will be displayed
form, seeingit as a metaphor for human existence, since the in a special Collection focus exhibition as part of the
same shape has been used for food and ceremonial purposes opening programme for the new Christchurch Art Gallery.
in almost every culture and time period (it is believed that
glass vessels were first made from a heated mixture of
sand, soda and lime during the ~ r o n z ~e ~ e1n ~~m ~ h )o r .a e
Nikau (purchased in 1993) specific reference is made to the
shapes and colours of the nikau palm. The technique used
is pate de verre (or 'glass paste') in which powdered glass is
fired in a mould until it fuses, lending the object a semitranslucent quatity. The work appears to both absorb and
emit light, allowing Robinson to reflect the patterns of
volume and space, and light and shadow present within the
natural world, with the result that her works evoke a living,
rather than static, presence."My own personal poetry has
always centred around a love of the natural world - the
abstracted patterns of life...and growth evolve their own
symbolism", she has said."'
Born in Australia, Garry Nash moved to New Zealand
in 1973. H e began working with glass in 1978 and joined
Glass. Purchased 1994. F
the Sunbeam Glassworks studio as a fulltime glass artist Shona Firman.
(others were Ann Robinson and John Croucher) in 1981,
Left. Videtia. Tony Kuepfer. Glass. Purchased 1983.
acquiring ownership seven years later. His work has been Reprcducedcourtesy of Tony Kwpfer.
included in many important international exhibitions, and
is held in public collecaons in New Zealand, Austraha,Japan,
the United States and Europe. Nash's innovative and often
Robinson, quoted by Laurence Fcarnley in CostingLight: A Survey,
technically complex oeuvre reflects his passion for the long
Dowse Art Museum, Lower Hutt, 1998 (unpaginated)
and rich history of glassmaking. H e has acknowledged
Laurence Feamley, ibid
that:".. .being able to combine a technique from sixteenth
century Venice and blow it in an eighteenth century English ...
Robinson, ibid
style is one of the greatjoys of being involved in the studio
glass m~vement."'~
In Untitled, a simple vase form attains iv Gamy Nash,Website (www.garrynash.co.nz),2000
an extraordinary three-dimensional presence through its
Peter Raos, Website (www.raos.co.nz),2001
spectacularly tortoise-shelled livery.

I n 1990, shortly a f t e r h e r death, Grant Banbury discovered n e w insights i n t h e archives of Doris

L%f"k,

For many, the curiosity of artists'lives and their studios unknown processes to moments of rare insight. And, as we
hold a secret fascination. Often artists' homes or, more know, numerous books and films have been written and
on this significant, potent - and sometimes
particularly, their workshops and studios, are private
sanctums, seldom accessed by the public. More often they challenging - interface.
For those meeting an artist for the purpose of research
are environments you enter by invitation. Although new works,
old works or works in progress may be on view, one and discourse, the establishment of boundaries is important
for both parties, separate from
underlying thought is for the
the agencies of galleries, A
concealed, Htored things hidden
relationship embracing empathy,
from view.
sharing, mutual trust, discovery
Personally, I believe respect
and openness is crucial.
fix an artist goes hand-in-hand with
Shortly after Doris Lusk's
a healthy appreciation for privacy,
death (aged seventy-three) in
for acceptance of individual or
Christchurch in April 1990,her
different beliefs and an ability to
family asked me to complete an
embrace new processes, new
inventory of all artworks in her
technologies. An openness for
home and studio. This was an
communication, new ways of
important request - a privilege 'seeing' and the delight of being led
during a time of loss and family
down unknown pathways.
grief.In part my involvement was
What drives artists? And at
due to my close friendship with
what moment does the sharing of
Doris and members of her family,
their talents feel right, appropriate,
my knowledge of her oeuvre but,
strategic, or valuable for them
more importantly, from a sense of
personally,or others?What are the
security they felt in allowing me
expectations of studio visits for
into her studio. After fourteen
Mymembers, &ends, colleagues,
years of &endship and my ongoing
collectors and curators in public
Above: Portrait of an Author, 1970. DorisLusk.
interest in documenting Doris'
art institutions and, not least, the
Watercolour, acrylic and sepia ink. Private Collection.
artworks I seemed an obvious
artists themselves?
The interweaving of artists' lives with their chosen art choice. They also knew I had an eye for detail, would take
practice, training, their successes (and failures), family, great care and complete the inventory with the appropriate
society, connecting with various audiences or with different professionalism an artist of such national status deserved.
Although I had briefly met Doris at a University of Otago
ethnic groups combined with the complexities of an ever
changing art world - all creates a rich tapestry. Exploring Extension Studies Summer Art School in Kurow in 1972,
artists' studios can reveal much, from an awareness of it was four years later that we met in a more formal capacity.

s Bettina's penetrative
brooding stare about?"
Left:00th LWk. 1983.Paul Johns,
Photograpn. Cmrlesy of Paul Johns
Rtght; hititla. 1970. Doris L U S ~
ihatercolour,acrylic and sepia ink Collectton
?I 1,. Robert McDwgal Art Gallery
EMOW: UndafedllewspaperClippinus,
Doris Hollatd (I usk) Archives

Doris was my drawing tutor in stage one at the University
of Canterbury School of Fine Arts.
During that year she invited me to join a small weekly
life drawing group who met in her Gloucester Street studio.
I remember clearly as a young student my initial feelings of
anticipation at such an invitation to
draw with Doris and six or so of her
enthusiastic friends. Doris and I developed
a close friendship, we ate and drank
together, discussed art, current affairs,
and of course her new paintings as
they appeared on the easel. Gradually

I

current paintings but also her earlier
work. She grew to enjoy these files
immensely and eagerly added works
as they re-surfaced. Often I packed
Doris'works bound fbr solo exhibitions
in Wellington, and guest appearances
in various places in the South Island
I
and, when time permitted, travelling
with her to the openings. occasionally
we also went on brief holidays together,
usually to some art exhibition or related event.
I spent many many hours in April and June
of 1990 carefully recording all of Doris' artworks.
These included paintings, preliminary studies,
life studies, ceramics, photographs relating to
completed works and numerous sketchbooks (50
in total, dating from 1933 to 1990), as well as
unfinished works.
In many ways the transition between house and adjoining
studio was seamless. Access to the stud10 was directly from
the living room through a large glass sliding door. One could
always easily see into the studio from the lounge. The one

high structural wall running the length of the lounge housed
a who's who of New Zealand art. Works by filong colleagues
from her early. days
. in Dunedin during
- the late 1930s and
young graduating students from Ilam (whom Doris was
hugely committed to), hung side by side. This unforgettable
floor to ceiling installation was art rich in
personal histories and associations.Among the
paintings were amazing (historically
important) gems. A number are
now permanently etched in my
subconscious.
Amongst these were: Colin
McCahon's arresting I Paul
(c, 1945) and Leo Bensemann's
small, crisply executed, pencil
study of Rita Angus (1937)
showing Rita in a fitting jacket
with pronounced pleated sleeves
of the period, complete with
necktie. T h i s image was
complementedby a small black
and white photograph of
Rita herself, which was
unpretentiously presented
in a plastic sleeve, pinned
I
directly to the grey wall.
Further along, Don Peebles'
uncompromising wooden
relief constructions (three in
total) hung verrically above each other. They looked
very comfortable on the wooden door leading into the hall.
And, not to forget Tony Fomison's finely rendered Study of
Head of Cbrist (Afrer Morales), (1969) nestled in a recess to
the left of the fireplace. This brooding painting appeared to
keep silent vigil over everyone and everything ... somehow
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~ositionedas if it had always
the image seemed
been there.
I measured and photographed all Doris' finished paintings
and added, where necessary, any not already on my files. I
carefully numbered each page of each sketchbook (discretely
in pencil on the verso in the top left comer) and methodically
documented paintinglocations. All loose works on paper were
grouped in subject headings, appropriately in 'signed' and
'unsigned' categories.I prepared folders to
store each category.
At that time I did not fully reaIise
the importanceof what I then assumed
was a relatively simple inventory. Five
years later it proved invaluable. It
enables greater clarification of Doris'
working processes, specifically
linking photographs, preliminary
studies and/or sketches to major
works. During 1995 Lisa Beaven
and I began more thorough
research on Doris' career. Having
had ourpmpoSa as guest curators
for a survey exhibition, and
accompanying
illustrated
catalogue, accepted by the Robert
McDougall Art Gallery we journeyed throughout the
country to view and document works. The exhibition
Landmarks: the Landscape Paintings of Doris Lusk (6 April
- 9 June 1996) surveyed fifty-five years work and generated
a greater awareness of Doris Lusk importance as one of New
Zealand's most noted artists of her generation.
One of the most telling and revealing discoveries I made
amongst the studio ephemera in Doris' studio in 1990 was
a handful of small yellowed newspaper clippings. Although
all were undated, and amazingly, still intact, each was

\

immediatelyidentifiableas images Doris worked fmm to produce
several major portraits and head studies during the 1970s.
This was the first clarification of her use of newspaper
imagery as source material for these subjects. Undoubtedly
the most ~owerful
portrait is Bettina, (Ig'i'O), now in the Robert
McDougall Art Gallery collection.This over-lifesize ~rotile
head clearlydisplays Doris' commanding use of fluid media
and emphasis on rich colour. She pushes the media around
the flat cartridge paper to great effect. Strong powerful
streaks appear for hair (the result of dragging
a sponge or fabric through wet paint),
almost filling half the painted
area.And in characteristicLusk
fashion, the head projects out
of the top edge. Expressive
mark-making
in the
; background adds textural
variety fi.uther enhancing this
commanding image. What is
Benina's penetrative brooding
stare about?
Portrait of an Autbor,
painted in the same year, is
another example of borrowing.
and extending, a found image.
Not adheringin any prescriptive
way to the newspaper clipping
this work exemplifiesthe skill and flow of a wet-in-wet painting
technique Doris was so ~roficientat achieving The inclined
head, with eyes diverted downwards, creates a face emerging
out of a dark space. Interestingly, at the same time these
works were being executed Doris was also painting directly
from life.
During the early 1970s Doris worked on a series of
prison studies in watercolour and ink, which depicted softly

I

I rendered (male) faces,

I

behind vertical bars.
Each figure looks out,
as in Remanded in
Custody, (1972) but
never directly at the
viewer. Occasionally the heads are partially
concealed, yet each one longingly glances to the world outside.
Perhaps the inspiration or nucleus of the series was generated
from found images?Again I traced a newspaper clipping for
Detained (1971). Here the compositionalformat of three panels
and specific facial features are fairly directly recreated from
the found image.
Doris' close relationship with her life long friend Rodney
Kennedy, a fellow student in Dunedin in the late 1930s)and
an important art patron in Dunedin, is recorded in her oil
Rodney Kennedy (1979).The composition is taken from a black
and white Gary Blackrnan photograph
(dated 1975) I found
- in her studio, along with a fresh, spontaneous watercolour
study. In exploring these three related images one can trace
the artist's processes. One striking feature of the painting is
Doris' use of colour - mauves, greys and greens - in this tender,
yet compelling tribute to a friend. O n the backof the finished
oil, written in Doris' hand, is an acknowledgment to Gary
Blackman's photograph.
Years later, in 1987, in one of her most important late oils,
Lusk again used photography as a basic for a work. O n that
occasion,from a casual colour photograph taken in Dunedin
of friends (the image includes Rodney Kennedy), she
the well documented Return to Otago
- (1987), a
powerful portrayal of a grieving Anne Hamblett, the wife
of the then recently deceased artist Colin McCahon. Anne
appears infront of the distinctive Otago Peninsular, where
she and Doris studied together some fifiy years earlier.

Further specific magazine and newspaper imagery was
found fbr several paintings in the Demolition Series (1979 1982) and Imagined Projects series of the early 1980s. For
example Finale (Demolition Series), (1982) is compositiondy
identical to a two sectioned newspaper cutting the artist
customary glued to a small piece of cardboard.The tumbling
mass of rubble appears in a state of almost constant movement
- a vortex of destruction.Initially with the aid of a small camera,
Doris documented numerous buildings in Christchurch in
various states of demolition and decay. After cutting up the
photographs individualcollages were created for each painting
in the series. The significance of the series lies not only in
the exquisite drawing (pencil and coloured pencil), or the
controlled combination of drawing and staining of wet
acrylic paint onto raw canvas, but the somewhat disturbing
nature of the theme. These paintings continue Doris' long
interest in man-made structures and in architecture detail.
They hint at universal themes of life, time and change, of
destruction and recreation.
One day I remember arriving at Doris' back door to
find her leaning over a copy of The Press on the kitchen
floor. Peering at an image she stated7 might find a solution
here'. This simple comment acknowledges L& ongoingsearch
for any useful images she could feed into a current work that
was proving problematical.
In the last decade of a highly productive career Doris Lusk
moved away from any known'locations', although it was the
'magic1 of locations that moved her. This shift strongly
underlines her intuitive and imaginativeway of interpreting
the (her) world - a world that sustained and constantly
excited her.

Grant Banbury is Director of Campbell Grant Galleries representing
contemporary New Zealand Art at 166 Lichfield St,Christchurch.

Conceptualartist Billy Apple will arrive in Christchurch
in June to realise an artistic statement first proposed for
the McDougall Art Gallery in 1979.
O n Apple's visit to New Zealand from New York in
1975 he embarked on a series of works that subtracted
volume from gallery spaces - reducing the length of walls
and removing wax from floor tiles. More dramatically in
1979 he 'subtracted' a sculpture, The Wrestlers, from the
centre court of the Sarjeant Gallery in Wanganui, which
also had the title Towards tbe Centre.
Apple's Alterations (The Given as an Art Political
Statement) followed in 1979, in which he negotiated
'significant changes for the better' in galleries across the
county These'aterations' were architectural investigations
of "the white cube", treating exhibition space as an object
of art and culture. In analysing gallery premises, Apple
collaborated with architects and curators, variously

BILLY APPLE: TOWARDS
"These alterations are among
those the artist wold d make if he
had his way. He did not altogether
have his way. The place is not
his to have his way with,These
are the alterations to which the
representatives agreed".
Wystan Curnow, 1979

highlighting features on walls, ceilings, floors and doors
with red paint or reshaping exhibition rooms. The'givens'
- the art work, the artist, art goer and art space - therefore
became one.
Apple's investigations brought the art gallery's function
into question, challengingthe administrators: and the public's
relationship to the artist and works of art. Interest in
issues of ownership, transaction and the permanency of
' statements.
public sculpture are revealed through h IS
Throughout the process Apple imposes uncompromising
conditions which are either met or rejected and which can
be extremely contentious.
Consequently, the process of art making is far more
important than the art work. His'Hrt political"statements
rely on having an audience that can participate in the works'
context. It cannot be physically or conceptually perceived
by any but those who have already experienced, or have
uncovered some knowledge of, the original situation in
advance of the intervention. Whether or not any conceptual
or physical expansion has been made is up to us to decide.
While in Christchurch in 1979,Apple proposed a trilogy
of &rations' for three of the city's galleries - Censure (CSA),
Points $View (BrookeIGifford Gallery) and Towards the
Centre (Robert McDougall Art Gallery). They were all
stymied at that time, and have remained unrealised for more
than twenty years. However, in 2000, Apple exhibited Studies
for tbe realisation ofthree proposed works 1979 - 1981 at the
Centre of Contemporary Art. This exhibition saw him
revisit the entire 1979 proposal and Censure was at last

completed in the Mair Gallery. This propelled Apple to
pursue the unresolved installation for the Robert McDougall
Art Gallery.
Towards T h e Centre pinpoints the true centre of the
original, symmetrical architectural plan of the Robert
McDougall Art Gallery (prior to the addition of the
Canady administration wing in 1983). This point, at the
centre of the star motif in the Centre Court's terrazzo
floor was fbrmally occupied by the sculpture Ex Tenebris Lux.
Obstaclesthat prevented Towards T h e Centre from happening
in 1979were many and varied, but now that carpet has been
removed and theNew Zedand Historic Places Trust has
approved of the proposal, Apple will accomplish his long
overdue statement.
All of Apple's directions and actions are carefully
considered and calculated with an immaculate attention to

detail. A fine brass pin will be inserted into the very centre
of the centre court's terrazzo floor and, interestingly, the
star shaped geometric pattern echoes Apple's ongoing
application of the divine proportions of the Golden
Rectangle in his wotk.This installation signals not only the
carrying out of his 1979 proposal, but also ritualistically
and metaphorically, the Robert McDougd Art Gallery's
metamorphosis and relocation from an historic institution
into a contemporary art gallery for the new millennium.
The work is intended to remain permanently as part of the
fabric of the building and thus will not be accessioned as
part of the Permanent Collection for the new Christchurch
Art Gallery. It is up to the new inhabitants of the building
to keep or remove the pin.

n+a collection of wild animals in c a ~ t i v i t vfor exhibition
Since the first images were carved and painted by humans
on the walls of prehistoric caves over thirty thousand years
ago, artists have found their inspiration in the creatures
that share our world. From those early, stylised pictographs
of predator and prey to the ornate, and highly symbolic, bestiaries
of medieval Christianity, artists have represented almost every
species ever identified, in almost every style. Captured by
artists as diverse as George Stubbs, Katsushika Hokusai, Rosa
Bonheur, Henri Rousseau, Marc Chagall, Pablo Picasso, Susan
Rothenberg and Jeff Koons, animals have been presented
as faithful companions, persecuted innocents, malevolent
predators and status symbols - illustrating both humaniry's
connection to nature, and our separation from it.
Menagerie, which has been drawn from the Gallery's
Permanent Collections, brings together historical and
contemporary work by sixteen artists from New Zealand
and beyond &d includes painting, sculpture, printmaking,
photography and sculpture. Artists featured are: Chrystabel
Aitken, Don Binney, Joanna Braithwaite, Barry Cleavin,
Duncan Grant, Louise Henderson, Lucy Kemp-Welch,
Eileen Mayo, Trevor Moffitt, Julia Morison, Peter Peryer,
Ross Ritchie, Lucien Simon, Michel Tuffery, Greer Twiss
and Arthur Wardle. Each artist presents a distinctive vision
of the natural world, with works ranging from the academic
to the humorous, from the poignant to the political and from
the sentimental to the sublime.
Menagerie will be on display in the Centre Court and
the Print Room until May 2002. An exhibition flyer is
available at the entrance to the Centre Court.
-

Top: Hermes. 1985. Julia Morison.
Mixed Media. Collection of The Robert McDougall Art
Gallery. Purchased 1990.
Middle: Chimpanzee. 1981. Peter Peryer
Photograph. Collection of The Robert McDougall Art
Gallery. Purchased 1982. Courtesy of the artist.
Right: Just

one of a number of allegations flying around
a room, 1988. Barry Cleavin. Etching. Collection of The
Robert McDougall Art Gallery.

Far Right: Canterbury Garden Bird. 1970. Don Binney. Oil
on board. Collection ofThe Robert McDougall Art Gallery.
Purchased 1970. Courtesy of Don Binney.

-

Entitled simply Green Gry Painting,this work by Kristy
Gorman was recently acquired for the Gallery's Permanent
Collection. It was made in 2001, during Gorman's year in
Christchurchas Olivia Spencer Bower Fellow. An abstract
work across two panels, Green Grey Painting explores formal
elements of tone, pattern and structure using a meticulous,
almost seamless, masking/painting technique. It was part
of an exhibition entitled tint, a name referring to the
practice of altering colours by adding measures i f white.
Here, Gorman navigates the illusory potential of subtle
transitions between colours, tones and also a receding
and re-appearing pattern, which alters as the viewer moves
past. These explorations continue the artist's ongoing
interest in memory (both mend and optid), surface, texture
and shadow.
Gorman was born in 1969in Tapanui, Southland, and
graduated from the University of Canterbury with a
Bachelor of Fine Arrs in 1992.She has exhibited regularly
in individual and group exhibitions throughout New
Zealand and in U)OO worked as PaintingTutor at the Elam
School of Fine Arts in Auckland. She is currently the Rangi
Ruru Artist in Residence.

Other recent acquisitions to the Collections:
Roger Hickin, Lathwood Reredos 1,2000
Salvaged, weathered lathwood, Purchased, 2001
Ida Lough, Feast of the Holy Innocents, 1978
Tapestry, Purchased,2001
28 works on paper by Eleanor Hughes
Purchased, 2001
Archibald F. Nicoll, Portrait of Mrs J.D. Familton, 1931
Oil on canvas
Bequeathed by Ernestine Patricia Glenie, 2001
Fiona Pardington. Mauria mail tono ano, 2001
Seven black and white silver gelatin prints
Purchased, 2001
Shane Cotton, The Rhythm: One Lord's Prayer.. .To, 2001
Oil on canvas, Purchased, 2001
Peter Ireland, Landscape Sampler (detail: after John Buchanan), 2001
Oil on paper, Purchased, 2001
Joanna Braithwaite, Menagerie 4,2001
Oil on canvas, Purchased, 2001
Simon Edwards, Gateway, 2001
Oil on canvas, Purchased, 2002
John Kingston, Portrait bust of Worman Barrett, c. 1955
Plaster, Gifted by Norman Barren, 2002
Roberla Cameron Smith, Norman Barrett, 1940
Oil on canvas on a backing board, Gifted by Norman Barrett, 2002

W.A. Sutton, Portrait of Norman Barrett, 1992
Oil on canvas, Gifted by Norman Barrett, 2002

Update on the fundraising campaign

Below: Maynard Noordeloos (ManagerIChef of the Backstage Cafe) presents a
cheque for the new Gallery projecttothe Directw,Tony Preston-proceedsfmm the
"duiwketer" sales.
Left The currently proposed chairs which will fill the new auditorium

The Community Gifts Fundraising
- Committee is
planning a raft of exciting fundraisingevents in this new
year whichwe know you will enjoy,and trustyou will support!
The first is The Chair Project, organised by the Friends'
Executive Committee, and is an opportunity for Friends
and supporters to'buy' one of the stylish new seats in the
Phillip Carter Family Auditorium. In gratitude for your
generosity, your name will be engraved permanently on a
plaque on'your' chair. Featuringlectures, performance art,
&Ln, multi-mediaevents, and a myr i d of public programmes
seven days a week, this purpose-built facility will be one
of the Gallery's most vibrant spaces, Not only wiU it be
used fbr the many activities of the Friends of the Gallery,
but this exciting new venue will also be available for hire
by other community organisations.
If you are a Friend, you should find a leaflet about The
Chair Project enclosed with this copy of your Bulletin, More
leaflets are available from the Gallery shop, or please call
Alex Davis, our Fundraising Coordinator,on 365 0915 fbr
%
;
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Our fundraising endeavours have always been creative, and
one of the most imaginative was proposed by Maynard
Noordeloos (rnanagedchef of the Badrsqe Caf')just prior
to last Christmas! Maynard recreated the delicious
'duivekater' festive bread inJan Steen'spaintingThe Leiden
baker, Arend Oosterwaert and his wife, Catherina
Keyzerswaert" c.1658, and all the proceeds from the sale
of over 150 of rhese recreated 17th century treats went to
our fundraising appeal.
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ew Chr~stchurchkt Gallery:
Update on the fundraising campaign

YerVarlous lmdgesfmmthamsttt

site of the m 6 a l l e r y .
rnotugrgph: BrendanLw

We acknowtedgewith greatgratitudo the genwosity
of the followiflg raw supporters:
In the cateuory af Gold Foundation Donor:
U. Luisetttti & Co. Ltd,
In the category of Foundation Donor:
John Boardman
The Griffen Press Ltd.
The Japanese Society of Cant~rhllry
Le Caf6
EdithTripp
U3A
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Sgsaker d t h e W b - At3 Auctions at thsCoat Face. BarryMifatso%art
lover and art auctioneer,wiIwaYsharewik us fvis byears ef practicat experience
in d 8 n g w ~ r k sof art $2.98 F r i e d ,
PubHc. Teamad cathe is serued.
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Montana Sanday Event - W h Songr -A progranwae presented by the
students d Shirley Boys' Hligh School:
The Art of the City Ted Rgor discussesW.N.Trethewey's Citizens'%
Memorid in Cathedral Sgwre. Pbae meet at the site.

I
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Watana St&
R n u s c f m ' d%he
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k Prwrasnae - *Crwc&Yim and
ChrMaR SymWbm series,directed
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Lulsiettl See& at appmciaeh Colrmt?: Rmnr I d 3 e w a 4 fsmn t e
Renaluuce h s h t p i e c e - 8 p o n ~ m dby taZIwW Seeds & E.LM.
Session 6, Renaissance Pak~thgsnutside Wyc Indlwidvaiseasions SB. txt
Wtmy RsceptbMI.
m ~ r~tt -aths ~ a p w ~ r a p ~ l ~i c u
a d s~
o ths &t artist w
a
n
10
Maguim. Weasa meeWa4rJnbisalyat the st&@ bntranse1% Be&y &mue
. at 10,ZQm, U M d tS pe@& Tobeak ar cancel plwse@kow
and
teave & messa?#L
$342 C&ifdrerr's MeWag Fmgramme UhrUagT&getker. A hads-m BTf
actl* forfam& @roupaS;r&#a b M n g s wquked.
Sattardm2 4
2& Apt a ~ p r ~ ~ i a club
t k mmeet&
~ o n t a & Stlnday Event Lecture - Felicity Mitburn, Curator of
14
ConbmporaryArt, discusses the Sculpturein the Gardens exhibitionseries.
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-of*sored
by 3.uisaisa& Seeds$ Co Ltd Session 3,The Genre Paintings
Everyday Life. LndivkLutl sessrons $8at W e r y Reception.
-Spomomd by ~ a i s & i Suedsb. CoLtd. Session 2.17th & 18th Century
Portraiture. Individual sessions $8. Please use the Night Entrance from

'

ll-l2 Tbur to Welllagtorrlbore & W e -WsLt the Hesrpy Moore: journey througb
-torrn exhibitin, Ned h U y Paintings from Sidney N o h ' s Ned Kelly Series
- - .-
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-=
-
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Montrna Sunday Eveat -Youth S o w - A mtlsicalprogramme prese~ted
by studentsh m a Christchmh school. Group to be advised. Please check

-

-

~ o a t a n aSunday Evelat Writing Frankie McMMan performs and
discusses her latest book, 'The Bag Lady's Picnic and Other Stories'.
Luisetti Seeds A r t Appredatien Course: from Rembrandt t o Renoir
SponsoPedby Luisetti Seeds & Co Ltd. Session 4, LandscapePaintings
of the 17th and 18thCenturies. individual sessions $8 at Gallery Reception.

-

The Art of the City -Fallcity ~ i l b " r ndiscusses the Chris Booth sculptureon
the riverside between Manchesterand Colombo Streets. Pleasemeet on site.
L u k d t f Seeds Adkapmdath Course: From ReRlbrandt to Reflair
Spmsuced by Luisetti Seeds & 60 Ifd Seasian 5, Rococo and
#eaclassi&m. IndLviviclual sessims $8 at G a h y Receptlun,
After Dark Telk A b u t Art Retfwpsctiiva of the MeDougall A
Celebration. Meit Roberts u
r of Collections and Setabr Curator will
talk on the mamories, people and events of the Robert McDaugrll Art
Gallery. $5.W dana2bn covers wine and chease. Piease m e the Might
n
Entcme f rcrm R 0 h S t ~ Avenue.
LocArt Visit -To the studio of Rebecca Brown-Thompson, botanical illustrator and cantemporary bead artist Please meet Rebecca Garslde wtslde
at 35 Harry Ell Drive, Cashmere Hit4 at 10.20am Limit of 10 people. To book
or cancel pleasephone 379 9055 and leave a message.
Luisetti Seeds A r t Appreciatiom Course: From Rembrandt t o Renoir
Sponsored by Luisetti Seeds & Co Ltd. Session 4, Landscape
Paintings of the 17th & 16th Centuries. Individual sessions $8 at Gallery
Receptim. Please usethe Night Entrancefrom Rolteston Avenue.

-

-

-

-

-

All venues, unless otherwise stated, me at the Robert McDwgplll Art Gallery.
Programmes may alter sl~ghtb-pleasecheck beforehand.
b

(&tad), Photograph: Erendan Lee
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2002 will be the last year of the 'Friends of the Robert McDougall Art Gallery'.
The organisation will have a new name in 2003 as the move into the Christchurch
Art Gdlrry takes place. Although the Gallery will dose in June, the Friends
organisation will continue to o&r t a b and trips for its members. The AGM will
be held at the Gallery on Z6 March at 7pm. The speaker will be Peter Gibbs, Chair
of CreativeNew Zealand, talking about the New Z&nd experience at the Venice
Bkntlale and the role of the arts in New Zcaland. Come and attend the last AGM
in the Robert McDwgall Art Gallery, a significant occasion.
Wirh the new Gallery building so visible fmm the outside, there are a lot of features
in the interior furnishing that need financial support and this is a way the Friends

Saturday 13 April 2.00 pm
Contemporary Collecting College House
College House, a residential school from the University of Canterbury, has a
sig&cant c~llectionof New Zealand art. Alec Baird, the curator of the collection
will take us on a tour of the works and o f i r a background talk inro the intention
behind the buylag of the works. Afternoon tea will be served after the tour.
PEease meet in tbefbyer of College House. 100 Waimairi Rd at 2.00pm.
ease phone the Frknds Ofice (379 48553 to provide an indication ofnumbers attending.

-

T t r a a h J v i i c h a e l hmstrrrng and the Aigantighe Art Museum in Timaru. An
appkacion form is incIuded with rhis bdetin. For mare inf$rmation call 3794855.
am every third Wednesday of the month.

dnasday 20 March 10.30 am, Robert McDougall Art Gallery

rry Watson, art lover and art auctianeq will share with us his 30 years of practical
perience in selling works of art.

dem Architecture
horn Craig, well-known architect of much discussed buildings, will give us an
might into modern design.

where hk career has taken him.

Wednesday tO April 10.30 am

Friends are invited to visit the prist making studio PaperGraphica. The studio was sec
up in 1996 by master printer Marian ~ a & i r ewho studied at the T m r i n d Institute
of Lithography in Albuquerque USA. Marian has established herself as the foremost
lithographer in the country producing work with the leading figures of contemporary
NZ art. These indude Ralph Hotere, Richard W e n , J o h n Pule, Graham Sydney, Bill
Hammond and Fatu Feu'u.
We will view a selection of these ori& lithographs, woodcuts and etchings in the studio
and visit the workshop where we will have the opportunity to watch works in progress.
Limit of 15 people. Please meet Val Wisely at the studio entrance 192 Bealey Avenue
at 10.20 am on the day,
Thursday 30 May 10.30 am

Rebecca Brown-Thompson is an accomplished botanical illustrator and contemporary
bead artist who moved to New Zealand from the USA two years ago. Using a mix of
colouredpencil and watercolour, and drawing only &om live plants, Rebecca's illustrations
are unique in the way they capture the true scientific essence of the plant, but in a style
enjoyed by both botanists and the general pblic.
Rebecca's cardid attention to detail carries over into her bead work, where the creative
and fun side of her art is on a par with her attention ta quality, making truly unique
bead jewellery.
Friends are invited to meet Rebecca at her
studio and view some of her shanningbad work
a d botanical illustrations.Limit of 10people.

Please meet Rebecca Garside outside 35 Harry
Ell Drive,just above the Sign of the Tikahe on
Cashmere Hills, at 10.20 am on the day.
To book for Locart visits (or cancel yom
booking) please phone the Friends office on
379 4055.Acceptanceis automatic upon haring
your message, unless you are contacted
to the contrary. LocArt is for members of the
Felerrds only.

Kate C o l a a n
Dena Cowen
Jane Darling
Rosie Davidson
Mrs H B Egglestone
Grant & Micaela Hallam
Annette Mann
Megan Neil
Dan Rivers
Esther Venning

Above: Man-@War,2001. Rebecca Brown-Thompson.
Bead embro~derynecklace. Courtesy of Rebecca
Brown-Thompson.
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Afier Dark continues to present a good Iineup of events f$r those who prefer to visit the
Gallery after hours. Please watch out for the followringup and coming evenrs until the
endof May.
Sunday 24th March M02 at 10.00 am

ChampagneBr&ast Viewing
Sculpture in the Gardens Transition and Change
A scrumptious champagne breacfast will be served on a
leisurely and informative stroll around the gardens to view
this year's sculptures, personally escorted by artists Enid Eiriksson
a n d - ~ i Dawe
n ~ and Curator of Contemporary Art, Felicity
Milburn. Entry by $7 donation. Please meet outside the Gallery's
Main Entrance,

-
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24th April 2002 at 6.00 pm

A walk through of the current Menagerie exhibition with Felicity Milburn, Curator of
ContemporaryArt.
Entry by $5 donation, which includes wine and cheese. Please use the Night Entrance
fiom Rolleston Avenue.

I29th May !200!2 at 6.00 prn
As the curtain closes on the Gallery Neil Roberts will deliver an interesting dk on the
memories, people and events of the Robert McDougall Art Gallery.
Entry by $5 donation, which includes wine and cheese. Please use the Night Entrance
&omRolleston Avenue.

Left: Crowdsat the front of
the Gallery on ~tsapenmg
day In TW?.

7th June2002

The Art Event this j a r dpresent a h e up aftwen9 six arristi work fbr purchase by
b&r a n the night. The largest Zist of prricipaaeingartistsever indudes Peter Cleverlep
Jams Causins, Charlotte Fisher, Gamy Nash and Marilyn Webb plus many more.
Xckets normdp sell out qtkMy so please +stet. yaw intemt at thz Gdety.

-

he Way it Was

A Controversial Purchase
O n 6 July 1982, the art dealer Peter Webb in Auckland
sent by special courier to the then Director of the Gallery
a letter and fblder. The folder contained colour photographs
of 14works fiom two private collections that were being offered
for immediate sale. Among the collection were 10 works by
Colin McCahon dating from 1951 onwards including
'Bridges June 1951'arguably one of the artist's first abstract
paintings made at a rime when McCahon lived in Christchurch.
The prices for the McCahon paintings ranged from $550
to $12,000. There were also important works by Fomison,
Hanly and Killeen. Peter Webb had sent the offer to
purchase work to several selected clients throughout New
Zealand and time to respond was limited. This meant that
a decision had to be made quickly and John Coley and I took
no time in deciding our preferences.
My first choice was 'Bridges June 1951' because of the
Canterbury connection but John favoured 'as there is a
constantflow oflight we are born into the PURE LANDpainted
in February 1965,which I ako favoured. An enquiry to Peter
Webb about the availability
of either of the works confirmed
that 'Bridges
- June 1951' had
sold but the alternative was
still available at $10,000, a price
that was not negotiable. An
agreement was immediately
made to purchase subject to the
work being sent for us to
examine its condition. When
it arrived there was no doubt
one - the work more than
that the choice had been a V
add greatly to the
measured up expectation and
Gallery's representation of McCahon. That we thought
would be the end of the matter. But this could not have been
further from the truth.
At the 30 August meeting of the City Council's Cultural
Committee when the purchase of the painting was notified
it was immediately reported by the media. The hllowing
day when the front page of The Press ran the headline
"Gallery pays $10,00Ofor McCabon work" we suspected that

another McCahon controversy might be looming but as it
was nearly 20 years since the last one it was thought that
the Canterbury ~ u b l i might
c
have become more accepting.
Not so. In the days that followed it was a major topic of
conversation in all kinds of work places and talkback radio
ran hot with calls about the painting. One host lampooned
the purchase inviting listeners to see if they could make a
Mc Cahon as good as the new acquisition. For almost a month
the correspondencecolumns of both daily papers ran letters
of opinion h r and against the purchase.
As tbere is a constantflow ofligbt ..... had become for the
Gallery a constant flow of abuse and criticism. At the nub
of much of it was the price of $10,000 paid which was
almost a quarter of the then annual acquisition budget of
$47,000. If the purchase was attempted today it would
consume not a quarter, but at least the entire current budget
of $187,000, and very likely much more.
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AS there is a constant flow of light we are born into the PURE LAND.

2001. Colm McCahon. 011on board. Purchased 1982 Collection of the Robert
McOwgall Art Gallery Reproduced courtesy of the McCahon Research and
PubllcatlonTrust.

